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The need for a measure of correlation between two membership functions is stated. The
properties that the correlation measure may possess are examined . A measure of correlation is
defined on the basis of those properties. The definition is extended to the cases when (a) the
domain is finite and (b) the domain is a subset of R ". The problems encountered while
extending the definition are also discussed.
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Introduction

One of the first motivations and one of the main aims of all research in fuzzy set
theory, is to furnish mathematical models which are able to describe systems or
classes of systems which escape traditional analysis. One way is to use known
pieces of mathematics and try to build new calculi more apt than the existing ones
for modelling the reality. I.e., abstractions are made from a conceptual point of
view if not from a formal one, on the idea that in principle everything of which it
is worth speaking, can be affirmed or denied with certainty [3].

In real life phenomena, we come across many characteristics and attributes
which are similar in nature, e.g ., tall and very tall, glamorous and beautiful. The
distinguishing factor between the membership functions of 'tall' and 'very tall' is
the degree of tallness. But glamorous and beautiful are too distinct characteristics.
If the value of one membership is quite high, the other one cannot be very low. In
this paper the authors try to explore this phenomenon. A measure of the
relationship between two fuzzy membership functions, which is called 'correla
tion', is defined. This paper will not deal with the question of evaluating
membership functions . It is assumed that membership functions are given .

Section 1

A few examples are given in this section where the need for defining a measure
of correlation is stated.
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Example 1.1. Let ,Q be the set of all girls between the ages 20 and 30 in India.
Let the two characteristics be glamorous and beautiful, represented by ft and f2
respectively. In general those girls who are beautiful (the value of membership
function is quite high, say around 0.8) are not glamourless (i.e, the value of ft is
not as low as 0.01 or 0.05) and vice versa. For high values of ft> f2 in general is
also high. For low values of t, too, f2' in general, is not really high because our
mind associates ft with f2 upto certain extent. In fact we are trying to bring out
this association in mathematical form.

Observe that ,Q is not a subset of R".

Example 1.2. Let .at represent the set of heights measured in centimetres, say
11t = [0, 300], and fl 2 represent the set of weights measured in kilograms,
say fl 2 = [0, 200]. Let us consider the membership functions for tall [ft] and
heavy [f2]'

It seems that the set of heights is sufficient in determining it- But there are
many examples where it is not true. If a person is very lean, though his height is
not much , he looks tall . Similarly if a person is well built, he may not look tall.
Now, is the membership function defined on the basis of thelooks, or on the basis
of the measurements? In reality, people form opinions on the basis of looks, but
not on the basis of measurements. If the impressions of the people are taken as
standard, then fl t is not sufficient in determining t, though it gives a good idea.
Some other factors are to be taken into consideration such as weight, chest
measurements, etc . One can get several examples of adjectives like 'tall' where
considering a set of lower dimension is good enough but the feelings of the people
are not portrayed properly. In some cases it is impossible to state all factors which
are responsible for that specific characteristic. Because of practical considerations
sets of lower dimension are taken.

In this example, the membership functions are assumed to have been found on
the basis of the measurements only and the other factors responsible are assumed
to be the same for all the individuals. So ft :,Qt X ,Q2~ [0, I] and f 2:,Qt X ,Q2~

[0,1). Observe that a person with a certain height has more weight than that
individual whose height is less . And also a person with a certain height has a
minimum weight. So if the value of ft is high, f2 can't be really low. And it is clear
that t, and f2 are related and the relationship is similar to that of Example 1.1.

Example 1.3. Let fl :[O,oo)~[O, IJ and f2:[0,oo)~[O, IJ be membership func
tions for small and very small numbers respectively. Here also the relationship
between i, and f2 is similar to that of relationships expressed in Examples 1.1 and
1.2 . Some authors [5] use n for f2'

The difference between Examples 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 is in connection with the
domain. In Example 1.1, the domain is not a subset of R". In Example 1.2, the
domain is a subset of R", but the value of n is not known because of ambiguities,
whereas in Example 1.3, the domain is a subset of R" and it is sufficient in
determining the h's.
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Examples of membership functions t, and f2 where for high values of t.. f2
takes low values and vice versa can also be obtained. The above relationship
between the membership functions is called 'correlation' between them.

Section 2

In this section, various properties which can be attributed to 'correlation' are
discussed .

In statistics, the correlation ' xy between two variables x and y is defined on the
basis of the ideas [2] expressed in Figures 1, 2 and 3.

Let (Xi' Yi), i = 1, . . . , n, be the given sample points, with mean xand yrespectively.

y

Fig. 1

y

Fig. 2
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y
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Fig. 3

and the covariance between x and Y

1 n

Cov(x, Y) =- L (X; - i)(Yi - y).
n i=1

In Figure 1, as x increases, Y increases too whereas in Figure 2, irrespective of
whether x increases of decreases the value of Y remains more or less fixed. In
Figure 3, as x increases, Y decreases. Cov(x, y) is positive in Figure 1, near to zero
in Figure 2 and negative in Figure 3. The correlation coefficient is obtained by
standardizing covariance by s, and Sy:

Cov(x, y)
r =xy

For continuous random variables X and Y, the correlation coefficient is defined as

PXy = E(X - tL,,)(Y -Il-y)/ap'y

where Mx, My, a~ and a; are means and variances of X and Y respectively. E
denotes 'expectation'. It does not give good results when X and Yare non
linearly related, For example Pxy = 0 ~ X and Y are independent. There are
examples where X is a function of Y but Pxv = 0 [1].

The relationship between membership functions (as explained in Section 1) iscalled
correlation because the ideas are quite similar to the ones expressed above. In all the
three examples that are given in Section 1, it was observed that, for high values of
one function, the other one does not take low values and vice versa. It was also stated
that there are examples where, for high values of one function, the other one takes
low values and vice versa. So a measure of relationship -like the correlation coeffi
cient in statistics - may be defined in the context of fuzzy membership functions
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also. Let the correlation between two fuzzy membership functions fl and f2'
defined on the same domain n, be represented by cft- f2'

208. If n is a subset of R and if xj then if both fleX) and f2(X)j then Cf,.f2> 0, if
fl(X)j and f2(X)! then Cfl.f2 <0 and lastly if fl(X)j and f2(X) is more or less the
same then cf,.f2 must be very near to zero.

2.b. If n is always taken in such a way that fl(n) = [0,1] = f2(n), then the case
that "increase in fleX) does not change the value of f2 throughout the length of
Il" does not arise. The correlation measure defined on such an n would give a
good idea of the relationship between i, and f2'

Following is the list of properties which may be attributed to cf..f2' The detailed
mathematical formulation of the domain n, membership functions t; and Cfl.f2 will
be dealt with in later sections. Here the properties are only discussed.

P1. If for higher values of fleX), fix) takes higher values and if the converse is
also true then cf,.f2 must be very high (from Section 1).

P2. If n is a subset of Rand
(a) xj implies fl(X)j and fzCx)j, then Cfl.f2>0,

(b) xj implies fl(X)j and f2(X)!, then cf,.f2 <0 (2.a).

P3' <t,«. is the supremum of all cf,.f2· That is cf..t.~ cf,.f2 vi; 12 defined on n.

This property is the natural counterpart of correlation in statistics.

Given that cf•.t,~ c,•.f. Vfl> c,..f. may be set equal to either 1 or 00. If c,..f. is a
positive number then the expression for cf•.t, may be normalized to give it the
value 1. In this paper, the theory is developed on the assumption that cf•.f. = 1
Vfl' Similar theory may be developed assuming cf•.f. =00.

The natural complement of a fuzzy membership function f is 1 - f. If f increases
(decreases) then 1-f decreases (increases) with exactly the same gradient but
with different signs. And, this is true for every x En where the derivative exists.

Example 2.1. Let n be a closed interval of Rand t-:n~ [0, 1] such that
fl(n) =[0,1]. In Figure 4, ((fleX), g(x)); x En} is plotted for various membership
functions g.

As fl increases, f4 increases, so also fs. Hence cf,.f. >°and cf..fs> 0. But for
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f 1 (X)

Fig. 4

higher values of II> fs may take low values Ilsk(x) = I~(x) ; k > 1]. So cf,.f, <cftof. <

cf, .to= 1. That is, as k increases, <t;« must decrease. As the curve becomes flatter
and comes closer to the x-axis, Cfl .f~ must become smaller though always greater
than zero .

Observe that 14 and Is completely lie below the line 12(X) = 11(X). If a member
ship function is considered which lies completely above the 12(X)= fl(X) line, the
behaviour of the correlation coefficient must be similar to that of cf,.f~' As the
membership function tends to be more parallel to the x-axis , the correlation
coefficient must become smaller though always greater than zero.

2.c. C f ..f~ decreases both as k ~ 00 and as k ~ O. That is, if the differences
between II and I~ are considered to define the measure of correlation between fl
and f~, then the absolute differences are more important than the actual
differences.

Consider hk(X) = [f3(X)]k. Then cfJ.fok must be greater than zero Vk > 0 and
must decrease both as k i 00 and as k! 0 according to the previous arguments.
Ctu-: must be less than 0 Vk> 0, because as II increases, hk decreases and also
for high values of f1> hk takes low values. So cf, .fok must be less than zero. Now,
there are two possibilities for lim,__ cf,.fok'

2.d. Cft ,fok increases as k ~ 00. That means, importance is given to the fact that
there does not exist any other membership, other than f3 whose derivative is the
same as that of II at every point but with a different sign. I.e., cf,.g~Cf,.fJ Vg.

2.e. cf,.f6k decreases as k ~ 00.
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Here importance is given to PI' Since for higher values of ts. f6k takes much
lower values than f3' cf,.f6k has to be less than cf,.f3'

Similar things can be stated about <t.s-t;» <t.s-: and <t.s-t-: So P6 could as well
have been -00";:; Cf"f2 ,,;:; 1. Depending on the problem, P6 is to be chosen. In this
paper, we considered -1";:; cf,.f2";:; 1 as P6'

Observe that P6 is not independent of P4 and Ps-

P7 essentially reflects the idea that the extent of influence of t, on f2 is same as
that of f2 on fl' The correlation is 'between' i, and f2 but not one 'on' the other.

If f2= fl then cf,.f, = -cf,.I-f, which is satisfied if cf,.f, = 1 and cf,.l-f, = -1. But, if
Ct.s, = 00 and Cf,.I-f, = -1 then this is not satisfied. Under P6' if there exists a
function f2 such that <t.s, = °then naturally c l-f,.f2 = 0. Thus for a function f2 if
cf,.r,>O then <i-t.s, must be less than zero. Inherently P4' Ps and P6 are being
utilized in making this assumption of equality. I.e., Ps is not independent of P4' Ps
and P6'

The correlation between two functions t, and f2 is same as the correlation
between their complements. This property is not independent of P4' Ps and P6'

Note. The properties PI to P9 are not exhaustive. Similar properties can be
attributed to Cf,.f2 assuming that -00";:; C f,.f2 ,,;:; 1.

An example is stated below where the validity of the property cf.l-f= -1 'If is
in doubt.

Example 2.2. Let x E [0, 1] and h = [1/2k, 1-1/2k], k E [1, 00). Define

fk(X)=! if xElk ,

= x2k- 1 if X,,;:;1/2k,

=[x2k-2k+2]/2 if x~1-1/2k.

As k ~ 00, the difference between fk and 1-fk decreases. In fact

limfdx)=O if x = 0,
k--+oo

=1 if x = 1,

otherwise,
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lim[l- fdx)] = 1 if x = 0,
k->=

=° if x =1,

= ~ otherwise.

Except at x =°and x = 1,

limfk(x) = lim[l- A(x)].
k.........c:wo k......cc

But cf•. I-f. = -1 Vk.
This example is discussed in detail in Section 4.

Section 3

In this section a measure of correlation is defined between two fuzzy member
ship functions.

In order to get an expression for cf,.f2' the principle applied in statistics cannot
be taken here. The concept of 'mean' of a fuzzy membership function does not
exist. Hence 'variance' of a fuzzy membership function is non-existent. In
statistics, random variables are defined on a probability space and they induce a
probability measure [1]. In fuzzy sets, membership functions are defined from a
domain to [0,1] and they don't induce any membership function. Above all even
with the above drawbacks, cf,.f2 may be defined as

CM2 = [L (f1(X)- fl(X I))(f2(X)- f2(X~)] dx

/.Jl [fl(X)-fl(X I ) ]2dX.Jl [f2(x)-fix~fdx

where XI is the mean under fl' i.e., XI =S.axfl(x) dx and X2 is the mean under f2'
cfl.f2 may be defined in the above fashion given that fl(X I ) and f2(X2) are defined.
If n is finite then XI and X2 cannot be defined in many cases. Multiplication of x
with fleX) may become meaningless. So the above approach is ruled out.

Definition 1. Let (a) the domain n be a closed interval in R. Let the membership
functions t, and f2 be such that

(b) fl:n~[O, 1] and f2:n~[0, 1] are continuous,
(c) fl(n) = f2(n) = [0, 1], and
(d) Vx Ene, {;(x) = °or 1 or undefined Vi = 1, 2.

It is clear from the above assumptions that given i, and f2 another domain S may
be obtained which satisfies the above assumptions. It can be done by extending n
or by reducing the length of the interval. In order to avoid this confusion, let

9'fl.f2 ={S: S is a domain for fl and f2 satisfying a, b, c, d above}
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and

Il > n s.
SEY" .t:l

Let

x,» t[f1-(1-fl)Jldx= t(2fl-lfdx,

X 2=fa [f2-(1-f2)]2dx= fa (2f2- 1)2dx.

Now define

cf,.f, = 1 Xl ~ X
2

fa (f1-f;f dx.

31

Note 1. In Example 2.1 it was mentioned that the absolute differences between f1
and f2 are important in defining cf"t. (2.c). Here instead of taking absolute
differences, the squares are taken and they are summed up .

Note 2. Assumption (d) states that for x E QC, /i(x) = 0 or 1 or undefined, i = 1,2.
If f 1 represents <tall' and n represents height in ems, say, [60,300] then for x < 0,
fl(x) may be taken to be either 0 or undefined.

Proposition 1. cf•.t, ~ 1 vt.. f2'

Proof. It suffices to show that 2Jn([1- [2f dx ~Xl+ X 2 • After some calculations
it follows

x, + X2-2 fa ([1- f;J2 dx = 2t ([1 +[2- 1)2dx ~O.

Proposition 2. cf, .f, = -Cft.I-f. vt; [2'

Proof. From

and

=0,

which proves the proposition.
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Proposition 3.

C -cf r-f, - (, .f .

Proof. Trivial.

c.A.Murthy, S.K. Pal, D. Dutta Majumder

Note. cf,.f, is a measure of closeness of t, and f2 but not a distance measure. For
given t.. ts. f3 and f4, cf, .f , = cf,.f. ~ the difference between fl and f2 compared
with the sum of the differences between t, and 1-fl and f2 and 1- f2 is same as
the difference between f3 and f4 compared with the sum of the differences
between f3 and 1- f3 and f4 and 1- f4' It does not mean that dUh f2) = d(f3' f4)
where d is a metric on membership functions.

The main properties which cf,.(, has to satisfy are PI and P2 as stated in Section
2. An example is provided below when the correlation coefficient is calculated for
various functions defined on the same domain. In general the functions dealt with
in fuzzy set theory are s- and rr-type functions [4] . Simple examples of s- and
-r-type functions are given .

Example 3.1. Let a = [0, 1], and

fl(X)=X, f2(x)=2min(x, I-x),

f3(X) = 1-fl(x) = 1- x,

f4dx) = x", fsdx) =(1- x)" Vk E (0, oc) ,

14k(x) = 1- f4k(X) , lsdx) =1- fSk(X).

1
Fig. 5
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Fig. 6

1. X f,=Xf3= t (2x-Ifdx=~.

1
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

J.
4 4

X, = (2f4k -If dx = I--k-+-- Vk E (0, 00).
4k n + I 2k + I

X fSk= X f4k Vk E (0, 00).

L(fl-f2fdx=~.

J. 2 J. -2= n (f3 - f4k) dx = n (f1 - f4k) dx Vk > 0.

8. t(f2-f3fdx=i.
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10.

12.

11.

r 2 1 1 4 2
9. In (f2-f4k) dX=2k+1+3 [k+1][k+2t(k+1)(k+2)2k

= t (f2-fsk)2dx 'rIk>O.

r - 2 1 1 2k 2
In (f2-f4k) dX=3+2k+1 (k+1)(k+2) 2k(k+1)(k+2)

=t (f2-1sk)2dx 'rIk>O.

4 1
Cf,.f, = 1-11' -6 = O.

3+3

(k + 1)(Ze-4k +2)
Cf,.f•• = 1- (k + Z)(Zk2+ 1) = Cf3.f.. = Cf•.f.. ·

cf,.f.. >O 'rIk>O.

Cf•.f•• ---70 as k ---70 and as k ---700.

13.

Cf,.f..<0

Cft.f.. ---70

Zk3+10e+4k+Z

(k+2)(2k 2+ 1)

'rIk > O.

as k - 0 and as k ---700.

2k3+ lOe-8k -4+[12k +6]/2k

14. cf,.f.. =l- [k+2][2k 2+1] =cf,.f,.·

cf,.f•• ;;;' 0 k ~ 1,

~O k;;;.1.

Cf,.f•• ---7 0 as k ---7 00 and as k ---7 O.

15.
2k3-Zk2+ 10k + 8-6[2k + l]/2k

[k +2][2k 2+ 1] = 4,,[..'

Cf,.f••~O k ~ 1,

;;;.0 k;;;.1.

cf,.f.. - 0 as k ---70 and as k ---7 00 •

The results indicate that cf"f, follows the properties stated in Section Z.

Note. (1) In the definition of the correlation coefficient between f1 and f2 an
assumption was made inherently. If f1 and f2 are defined on the same domain .a
then correlation exists between them. If there does not exist any correlation, then
cf,.f, has to be equal to zero.

(2) The definition of cf,.f, given in this section can also be used when .a is finite.
In that case let

x 1= L[Zf1(x)-1j2,
xen

X 2 = L [Zf2(X) -1]2,
xen
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and
Cf,.f,=1 X :x L[fl(X)-fix)f,

1 2x e !l

=1 if X I+X2=0.

But it is to be remembered that the correlation coefficient when .fl is infinite
gives a better idea than the correlation when .fl is finite (2.b) because there is no
loss of information when .fl is infinite. When .fl is finite, the gre ater the number of
elements in .fl, the better the correlation coefficient would be.

The generalization of c f ,.f, to R 2 will be dealt with in Section 5. In the next
section an example is discussed which is similar to Example 2.2.

Sedion 4

Example 4.1. Let .fl = [0, 1], and

if O~x~k,

if k~x~1-k, 'v'kE (O, H

x -1+2k
2k if 1-k~x~1,

Then Cf•.I -f. =-1 Vk E (O,!] according to the previous defini tion . But

limfk (x) = lim(1- fk(x )) 'v'x E(O, 1)
k --+O k--+O

The definition of correlation which will be given here is based on the following
principle . In the region where fl = f2, the correlation must be equal to 1 and in the
complementary region one has to look for whether f l(X) takes high values when

\
\

\
\
\

\1.- f l<

\
\
\
\
\

\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\

\
\

0 k 1-1( 1
Fig. 7
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f2(X) takes high values and so on . If Cf•.f2 is defined in that way then c,•.f2 + c,•.I-f2

need not be equal to zero, because 11 need not be equal to 1 - 12 in the region
f1 =12' The information which is provided by II and f2 is being condensed to give
a single value. So, naturally one has to look for the best way of condensing the
information within the given limitations. The properties which are to be preserved
depend on the problem at hand. The definition which is given below is just
another definition, taking some other properties into consideration.

Let Ij, 12 and fl follow the same properties as defined in Section 3.

Definition 2. Let

D ={x :fl(x) = 12(X), x E fl},

XI=i [2fl-l]2dx, x 2 =i (2/2 -1)2dx.
fl-D fl-D

Define

_AI(D) AIW-D)[ 4 i 2 ]
cf,.f2- AI(fl) + A1(.0) 1-X I+X2

11-D (f1-/2) dx ,

= 1 if X, +X2 = 0,

where AI represents the Lebesgue measure on R [length of a set].

Using the above definition, correlations are calculated for functions defined in
Example 4.1. The calculations are shown below.

Let
Dk={x:/dx)=I-fdx) ,XE[O, I]} VkE(O,H

=[k,l-k],

AI (,Q- Dk ) = 1-(1-2k) =2k.

Cf 1-( =(l-2k) +2k[l- 4 X I]=1 -4k VkE(O' -21].•. • X
1+XI

Observe that for k=1, cf•.I-f.=-l and c,•.I-f.i as k.j. .

Note. A similar definition, when .0 is finite, is given below.
Let

D ={x :/1(X) = 12(X), x E fl},

X I = L [2f,-IJ2
, X 2 = L [2f2- 1j2,

XEfl -D XEfl-D

where '#' denotes the number of elements in a set.

As of now, membership functions are assumed to be defined on a subset of R.
In the next section it is generalized for R 2

•
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!24 = D - a 3 , {ls=a3UD,

X 2 = J. [2Mz)-1]2dz.
n-ns

Let {l1 and {l2 be bounded closed intervals of Rand {l = {l1 x (l2' Let
fl:{lI X .a2- [0, 1] and f2:{l-[0, 1] be such that

(a) fl and f2 are continuous,
(b) fl({l) = f2(a) = [0,1],
(c) xEac, fi(X)=O or 1 or undefined '1i=l, 2, and
(d) a is the minimal set satisfying the above properties.
Before cf,.f2 is defined, a few adjustments are made in the following way.

Note. Let n, = [al> b1], a, = [a2, b2], al < b1 and a2 < b2 and &i :[0, t lx [0,1]
[0, 1] be such that

i.e., {l1 and a 2 are normalized and correspondingly two membership functions &1
and &2 are defined on [0, 1] x [0, 1]. Then define

I.e., it suffices to get an expression for Cg , . g2 to get Cf,.f2'

Thus, from now on let {l1 = {l2 = [0,1] and fl and f2 be membership functions
defined on {l = {ll x (l2 satisfying the properties stated at the beginning of this
section.

Example 5.1. Let fl:{l -[0,1], f2:{l -[0,1] be such that

fl(X, Yl) = fl(X, Y2) '1Yl> hE [0, 1], 'Ix E[0,1],

fixl> Y)=h(X2' y) VXbX2E[O, 1], '1yE[O, 1].

Then cf,.f2 must be equal to zero since fl is not dependent on f2'

On the basis of the above example and Section 4, Cf,.f2 is defined.

Definition 3. Let

Al = {x: x EaI, fl(X, Yl) = fl(X, y~ '1Yb Y2E a:J,

A 2= {X: x E(ll> f2(X, Yl) = fix, Y2) '1Yl' Y2 Ea:J,

B l = {y: YEa2 , fl(Xl, y) = fl(X2, y) '1Xl> X2Eal}'

B2= {y : YE .a2, f2(Xl, y) = f2(Xb y) '1Xl> X2E.al},

D = [z : z E!2, fl(Z) = f2(Z)},

a3 =(AI xB~U(A2XBl)'

X, = r [2fl(z)-1]2 dz,
In - n•
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Cf..f,=Az{n4)+AZ(n-n5)[ 1- X 4
X

( (f1(Z)-fiz))ZdZ],
1 + z In - ns

= AZ(.Q4)+Az{.Q-.Q3) if X1+XZ=0,

where AZ is the Lebesgue measure on R Z (area).

Explanation for Definition 3: In the region on which t, is independent of fz, the
correlation must be equal to zero . The region D is to be considered separately as
mentioned in Section 4. Thus the expressions are integrated over n - n5 • n4 is
taken in the definition of cf, .f, because D may have a non-empty intersection
with il 3 •

Under this definition, cf.f= A2(.Q -.Qs) + Az(.Q4) may be less than one since there
is a possibility that Az(.Q3»0. Also Cf,.f2 +Cf,,1-f2 need not be equal to zero .

For Example 5.1, Al =.Q\> B 2=.QZ' .Q3=.Q, .Q4=0, .Q-.Q5=0 and so cf, .f2=0.
A similar definition can be given when .Q is a two-dimensional, finite set as

given in Section 4. The definition can be extended when the domain n is a subset
of R" [finite cross product of bounded closed intervals] and also when .Q is a
finite-dimensional finite set.
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